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~Ski Mountaineering is Mountaineering ... '

W hat exactly is 'ski mountaineering'? You can't improve on Arnold
Lunn's definition: 'The marriage of two great sports, mountaineering

and skiing'. Lunn chose this order of words advisedly. To him mountains
were sacrosant but ski mountaineering was the synthesis of mountain
adventure. The sport has a broad parish and includes both Alpine and
Nordic disciplines. But it is not simply a matter of climbing up mountains
or cols on ski and then schussing or wedelning down them. In its purest
form it is a winter voyage in which you explore new country, climbing
peaks en route. To steer a safe passage ski mountaineers must possess the
full range of skiing skills and techniques (arguably more difficult to master
than those of climbing per se); they must have a thorough knowledge of
snowcraft, avalanche evaluation, navigation and weather and be blessed
with a climber's temperament and basic skills. Objective dangers are an
unavoidable hazard.

Ski mountaineering is not a soft option. Stomping uphill for hours on
end with a heavy pack in zero visibility to reach some blizzard-swept col or
peak, and then getting down the other side safely through crust and crud,
is as demanding as most mountain experiences.

Although improvements in equipment and avalanche safety devices have
been spectacular, the ski mountaineer's basic kit - skis, sticks, skins and
boots - has changed little over the years. Ski mountaineering is the most
environmentally friendly of all mountain sports. It requires no infrastructure
and leaves no tracks. In all, it combines the exhilaration of skiing with the
drama of mountaineering. Yet, in Britain at least, it remains a Cinderella.

Why should this be? Statistics tell their own story. There are literally
tens of thousands of active British skiers and mountaineers. The Ski Club
of Great Britain (SCGB), representing but a fraction of British participants,
has 24,500 members. The British Mountaineering Council has over 31,500.
By comparison, it would be difficult to muster a thousand active British ski
mountaineers. This state of affairs is somewhat mystifying given the British
contribution to mountaineering generally and as the initiators of Alpine
competition skiing. On the Continent, in America and in New Zealand,
ski mountaineering competence is now regarded as an essential part of the
all-round mountaineer's portfolio of skills, and is a prerequisite for UIAGM
qualification. But in Britain the sport is still regarded as only an optional
extra to mainstream mountaineering. History may provide some clues to
this peculiarly British paradox.
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Although the Norwegians have been using ski for millennia, Alpine skiing
is little more than 100 years old. The spread of Nordic skiing was largely
brought about by Norwegian emigres (who popularised the sport in America
and Australia long before it caught on in the Alps) and to Nansen's 1888
ski crossing of Greenland. But to cope with Alpine conditions, Norwegian
skis and bindings had to be refashioned. In those days, the serious skier
needed to know his snowcraft, and was reliant on skins, rather than lifts, to
get himself uphill. To put chronology into perspective, the High Level Route
between Chamonix and Zermatt was fIrst accomplished on ski in 1911 by
Professor F Roget and Marcel Kurz - 19 years before the fIrst World
Downhill Championships were run.

At this dawn of Alpine skiing, the British were up with the rest. Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle's 1894 ski crossing of the Mayenfedler Furka, linking
Davos with Arosa, was one of the earliest Alpine ski traverses. In 1908, a
20-year-old Oxford undergraduate, Arnold Lunn, launched himself on his
personal mountain crusade. In that year he founded both the Oxford Uni
versity Mountaineering Club and the Alpine Ski Club - the fIrst of all moun
tain clubs to require a ski mountaineering qualifIcation. In that year, too,
he and Cecil Wybergh traversed from Montana to Villars in four days, to
make the fIrst guideless British Alpine ski tour.

In later years, Lunn was to become the 'father' of downhill racing, the
inventor of slalom, the prime promoter of skiing as an Olympic sport, the
founder and editor of the British Ski Yearbook (from 1920 to 1974) before
being knighted for his services to skiing. But he remained at heart a moun
taineer and, above all, a ski mountairleer. In 1909, aged 21, he had suffered
a 100ft fall on Cader Idris which left one leg two inches shorter than the
other. This injury was to give him pain for the rest of his life yet, within
two years of the accident, he had climbed the Dent Blanche in ten hours
from the hut and, three years later, had made the fIrst integra/e crossing of
the Oberland. In 1917 he crowned a remarkable decade with his historic
ski ascent of the Dom with Joseph Knubel.

During the 'Golden Age' of ski mountaineering, which Lunn dated from
WilheIm Paulke's fIrst ski traverse of the Oberland glaciers in 1897 to his
own ascents of the Wellenkuppe and Dom in 1917, several British ski moun
taineers were prominent and Lunn's Alpirle Ski Club (which he intended
as a bridge between the Alpine Club and the SCGB) was the catalyst for
much pioneering activity. Lunn persuaded Sir Martin Conway, moun
taineering's fIrst knight and a former AC President, to be the ASC's fIrst
President. Conway was an all-rounder famous not only for his explora
tion of the Karakoram (1892) and Andes (1898) but also for his complete
traverse of the Alps (1894) and pioneer ski crossing of Spitsbergen (1896
andI897). Lunn also recruited, as early members, a clutch of leading
mountaineers includirlg Paulke, W R Rickmers, Tom Longstaff, Geoffrey
Winthrop Young and Claude Schuster, along with the High Level Route
pioneers Roget and Kurz.
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Rickmers, in particular, was one of Lunn's exemplars. A future RGS Gold
Medallist for his contributions to Central Asian mountain exploration,
Rickmers had himself become an early convert to ski mountaineering and
in 1903 had made the first ski ascent of the Cima di Rosso with his Scottish
wife. As a German, he achieved the unparalleled distinction of twice being
elected to the Alpine Club and twice deselected as a result of two world
wars, before ending up as an Honorary Member. In 1903 Rickmers read a
Messianic paper to the AC entitled 'The Alpine Skee and Mountaineering'.
In this, he prophesied that 'skee' would 'rejuvenate the Alps' and that AC
members should try this wonderful new sport for themselves because 'skiing
is mountaineering...the best method of mountaineering in the snow'. (AJ21,
442-455, 1903). Few AC members took heed of Rickmer's message. In
1911, the year of Roget's first HLR Alpine ski traverse, Amundsen reached
the South Pole on ski. Scott's exhausted team came in over a month later.
They had never mastered the technique of skiing. Scott had always reckoned
that it was better to slog it out to the Pole on foot.

With some notable exceptions, the inter-war years were not generally a
period ofmarked distinction for British alpinism. Much the same could be
said for British ski mountaineering. The Eagle Ski Club (ESC) was founded
at Maloja in 1925, but overall the 1920s were lean years save for the
achievements of Lunn's parties and those of certain resolute ladies such as
Maud Cairney, who made the first winter ascent of the Gabelhorn in 1928,
and Marjorie Pugh with her Valaisian and Central Alpine traverses of 1928
and 1929. The 1930s saw a gradual increase in guided Alpine touring by
ASC members (faithfully recorded in the British Ski Year Book) and also the
publication of a classic avalanche study - Gerald Seligman's Snow Structure
and Ski Fields. Further afield, the British were more ambitious. Frank
Smythe, always a keen ski mountaineer, almost reached the summit of
Ramthang Peak (6700m) on ski in 1930; R L Holdsworth established a
height record for a ski ascent by reaching Meade's Col (7138m), below
Kamet, in 1931; and Sir Norman Watson, E B Beauman, Clifford White
with Camille Couttet made the first ski crossing of British Columbia's Coast
Range from Lake Tatla to Knight Inlet, via the Fury Gap, in 1934.

At the same time, this traditionalist era was marked by a mood of growing
animosity and bizarre conflict between Britain's skiers and climbers. The
Old Guard of the Alpine Club regarded Lunn as an arriviste for promoting
the new-fangled sport of skiing and, by extension, ski mountaineering. The
anti-ski faction found a formidable champion in Colonel E L Strutt,
President of the AC from 1935 to 1938 and Editor of the Alpine Journal
from 1927 to 1937, who was notorious for resisting any sort of moun
taineering innovation, whether crampons, pitons or ski. Lunn's mountain
eering credentials were impeccable, yet he was to suffer the ignominy of
being blackballed from Alpine Club membership, before becoming an
Honorary Member in 1961. Paradoxically, Lunn's magisterial Century of
Mountaineering (Allen & Unwin, 1957), commissioned by the Swiss
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Foundation for Alpine Research as a centenary tribute to the Alpine
Club, remains the only historical monograph written about the Club to date.
Yet, until Edward Smyth's sympathetic centenary portrait of Lunn, written
15 years after his death (AJ94, 214-216, 1989-90), the Club's only memorial to
this most distinguished Honorary Member was the sparse obituary con
tributed by his close skiing friend James Riddell (AJ80, 298, 1975).

The outstanding British ski mountaineer of the immediate pre- and post
war years was the artist, writer and botanist Colin Wyatt who also happened
to be an international skiing and ski jumping champion and all-round
mountaineer with a taste for exploration. Early in his life, Wyatt had con
cluded that the Alps had become 'blatantly commercial', so he undertook
a series of pioneer ski mountaineering journeys to wilder parts such as the
Atlas, Scandinavia (Sareks to North Cape), Albania, the Rockies, the
Australian Alps, Baffm Island and Kashmir.

But his tour de force was a 1936 visit to New Zealand at the invitation of
the NZ Ski Council. With the legendary Hermitage guide Mick Bowie,
Wyatt made fIrst ascents of Mts Annan and Wilsyck, climbed a clutch of
other peaks in the Mount Cook area and then made ski mountaineering
history with the fIrst double winter traverse of the Main Divide, crossing
westwards via Graham's Saddle and the Franz Joseph Glacier and then
returning up the Fox Glacier across Pioneer Pass. Wyatt's New Zealand
visit induced the birth of ski mountaineering there (see AJ49, 87, 1937), yet
old prejudices die hard and the man himself remains a little-known and
enigmatic character whose achievements went largely unrecognised. His
lyrical book The Call of the Mountains (Thames & Hudson, 1952) is a ski
mountaineering classic, but was carpingly reviewed in AJ59, 361, 1953-54.
His death in 1977 passed without an AJ obituary.

After the Second World War, British ski mountaineering reached its nadir.
Austerity, travel restrictions imposed by currency controls and a dearth of
young people with the requisite skills and experience prompted Gerald
Seligman to postulate at the Eagle Ski Club's 1951 AGM that the club might
either have to close or be put into cold storage. The sport appeared to have
sunk without a trace in the annals of British mountaineering. R L G Irving's
A History ofBritish Mountaineering (Batsford, 1955) makes only one reference to
ski mountaineering (and then in a Scottish context) while in the AlpineJournals
1957 Alpine Centenary, there are no references to ski mountaineering save in
Lunn's magnanimously good humoured article 'Alpine Controversies'.

The ski mountaineering fraternity had become complacent and out of
touch. But there were some stirrings. In 1956 that most eloquent of mountain
writers Robin Fedden, an expert skier who had only recently been converted
to mountaineering as result of his Pyreneanjourneys, wrote Alpine Ski Tour
(Putnam, 1956). Fedden's taut description of the High Level Route was an
inspiration to many aspirant ski mountaineers at a time when no unguided
British party had completed the High Level Route's full course. Fedden has
a special place in British ski mountaineering history as the fIrst Briton to
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attempt a continuous ski traverse of the Central Pyrenees. He did this in
1977 at the age of 65 with only three more years to live.

If one event can be ftxed to mark the revival of British ski mountaineer
ing, it was the Eagle Ski Club's appointment in 1960 of a long-standing
Alpine Club member, Neil Hogg, to become its Honorary Swiss Secretary.
In 1962, on the joint initiative of the ESC and SCGB, Hogg organised a ski
mountaineering training meet at Koncordia with the assistance of such
Swiss guides as the peerless Hermann Steuri. These meets were to become
ESC annual events and the training ground for a new generation of ski
mountaineers. They precipitated a series of ambitious I960s Alpine tours,
usually led by Terry Hartley, culminating in ski ascents of Monte Rosa,
Mont Blanc, Piz Bernina, Finsteraarhorn, Dom and Aletschhorn. They
also created a vigorous new climate which induced several active moun
taineers, including Alan Blackshaw, Dick Sykes, John Peacock and Jeremy
Whitehead, to have a go at ski mountaineering. Hartley's 1969 expedition
to Iran's Elburz Mountains broke new ground, and in 1972 Alan Blackshaw
and six other amateurs completed the ftrst British ski traverse of the Alps.
Blackshaw's parties followed this up with an historic North-South
Scandinavian traverse on Nordic skis between 1973 and 1977.

By now, several other British ski mountaineers were entering the fteld to
pioneer new routes. Between 1975 and 1984 Guy Sheridan's parties made
the ftrst ever Nordic ski traverses of Iran's Zagros Range, a 600km stretch
of Zanskar and a section of Yukon's Mackenzie Range. Hamish Brown
began his methodical exploration of the Atlas on ski and in 1982 John
Cleare made the first ski ascent of Muztagh Ata (7545m). From 1981 on
wards, the Eagle Ski Club became the focus of British ski mountaineering
in sponsoring bi-annual pioneer ski mountaineering expeditions to Kashmir,
Greenland, Alaska, Kulu, New Zealand, Mount Waddington, the Caucasus,
Nepal, Svalbad and Baffin Island. On many of these Rob Collister played a
leading role, with David Williams, Rodney Franklin and Rupert Hoare
often in the van. Derek Fordham has been pre-eminent in the Arctic while,
nearer home, others* have unearthed unusual prizes in the remoter
reaches of the Pyrenees, Spain, Greece and Turkey. In 1996 John Kentish,
Steve Jennings and Phil Wickens completed the ambitious Central Caucasus
ski traverse previously attempted by David Hamilton. In 1997 Polly Murray
and Andy Salter made the first te1emark ski descent of Mt McKinley.

Many other British ski mountaineers have pioneered new routes in remote
places. The Eagle Ski Club, which has had a lOOO!o increase in membership
(currently some 660) over the past 30 years, flourishes. In 1998 it sponsored 18
Alpine or Nordic tours and five Scottish meets. Indeed, Sassenachs have
discovered what the Scots have always known - that in a good season
Scotland has something unique to offer the ski mountaineer. A new, and
in some cases not so new, generation of British professionals - Peter Cliff,
Rob Collister, Fred Harper, David Hamilton, Eric Langmuir, Bill O'Connor
and Nigel Shepherd, to name but a few - has emerged to instruct and guide.

* Notably the author himself. Ed.
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What of the future? To fix the place of British ski mountaineering in
today's world frame is beyond the scope of this article, but it has to be
accepted that in terms of participant numbers and technique we hardly
compete. Frenchmen took most of Europe's blue ribands years ago with
Leon Zwingelstein's 1933 Alpine traverse and Charles Laporte's 1968
Pyrenean traverse.

In the daring arena of extreme skiing, where ski descents are made of
hard ice routes and the smallest mistake can prove fatal, Frenchmen such
as Sylvain Saudan (the Spencer, Whymper and Gervasutti couloirs);
Cachat-Rosset (South Face Grandes Jorasses, North Face Tour Ronde,
Couturier Couloir Aiguille Verte); Anselme Baud and Patrick Vallenant
(North Faces of the Aiguille Blanche and Aiguille du Midi) in the 1960s
and 1970s opened new frontiers. In 1978 a Japanese, Yuichiro Miura, skied
off Everest's South Col into the Western Cwm, and in 1992 Pierre Tardivel
made a record-breaking descent from Everest's South Summit (8760m).
In 1997 an Italian, Hans Kammerlander, having climbed Everest from the
Tibetan side, descended his ascent route on ski to make the round trip from
his 6400m base camp and back in 23'12 hours.

British successes, though more modest, have been substantial, especially
in the field of exploratory ski mountaineering where initiative and imag
ination are key factors and where the amateur still has some advantages
over the professional in being able to choose his own place and time. In
spite of these achievements the conversion rate of climbers to ski moun
taineering remains disappointing. In 1990 the Alpine Ski Club, the only
British ski club for which it is necessary to qualify, proposed a merger with
the Alpine Club to enhance the status and scope of British ski mountain
eering. Sadly, in the event, negotiations between the two clubs foundered
over detail. Yet although the attitude of some Britons to ski mountaineer
ing remains equivocal, this form of mountaineering will continue to attract
climbers in search of new horizons and skiers who want to lift their game
beyond the piste.

As it has always been for mountaineering generally, the quintessence of
ski mountaineering achievement is exploration and the pursuit of new
routes. And there is still considerable scope for ski mountaineering explor
ation, both near and further afield. With a sense of deja. vu, one can only
paraphrase a basic truth enunciated by our illustrious pioneer members
Rickmers and Lunn, almost one hundred years ago: 'Ski mountaineering
is mountaineering - the marriage of two great sports.'
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